
UNNIA
design — Simon Pengelly

SANDLERSEATING

http://www.inclass.es/colecciones/dunas/?lang=en
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Designed by Simon Pengelly, UNNIA is a 
collection of versatile chairs that was conceived 

from the idea of being able to mix elements 
in order to achieve endless combinations of 
personalised colours. Sleek lines, conceptual 

purity and a timeless spirit, are the hallmarks of 
this original collection. 
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UNNIA is an extensive collection of chairs, 
armchairs and benches with a unique 
concept of colour and finish combinations. 
The design al-lows plastic or upholstered 
seats and backrests to be combined, in one 
or two colours, with a varied range of 
bases. This makes it possible to configure 
an endless number of customised designs 
that adapt to a diversity of contexts, 
spaces or decorative styles.

The plastic seats and backrests come in 
twelve combinable colours. In addition to 
the plastic versions, the collection is 
completed with the upholstered versions 
featured in the UNNIA TAPIZ catalogue to 
form one great family.

The result is a comprehensive and versatile 
col-lection characterised by its conceptual 
purity, its fluid lines and its timeless spirit, 
but above all by being highly customisable.
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The design of separate seats and backrests 

allows us to create chairs in one or two colours.
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 UNNIA chairs are produced with an 
extensive and varied range of bases that 

allow the chairs to adapt to different 

spaces and contexts. The bases are 

available in a broad choice of finishes.
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Stainless steel arms Aluminium arms 
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The combination of plastic seats and 

backrests and wooden swivel bases 

generate an original and elegant design 

that stands out for the warm contrast of 

materials. 
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 The versions with swivel bases are available 
with four or five spokes made from steel tube 

or die-cast aluminium. These chairs and 

armchairs are ideal for working and meeting 

spaces. 
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Designed for inhabiting transit and waiting areas, the collection 

includes elegant benches with die-cast aluminium feet, available in 

two- to five-seater versions that can also be fitted with a side table.
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COLOUR THEORY

en — The colours in the UNNIA collection have 
been especially selected to create different 

patterns of colour combinations. 

Single-colour combinations: this pattern combi-

nes seats and backrests in the same colour and 

tone to create chairs with a mono-shell aesthe-

tic.

Combinations of neutral + neutral: by combining 

neutral tonalities together we can create chairs 

with a very soft contrast.

Combinations of neutral + colour: the three neu-

tral hues, plus black and white, combine easily 

with the rest of the colours.

Combinations of two hues of the same colour: 

some of the colours are available in two hues of 

the same colour. This allows us to create mono-

chrome combinations in two tones.

Combinations of colour + colour: in this pattern 

all of the colours can be combined together, 

allowing us to create from the most casual to 

the most sophisticated combinations.

Single Colour
Neutral 

+ 
Neutral

Neutral 
+ 

Colour

Two Tone 
Colour

Colour
+ 

Colour
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COLOUR EXAMPLES 

InformalSophisticated

Single Colour

Neutral + Neutral

Neutral + Colour

Two Tone Colour

Colour + Colour
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Writing tablet for chair with four legs of tube Writing tablet for chair with rod base

Writing tablet

Options

Linking clips for rod base chairs Felt glides for delicate surfacesReinforced rod baseDolly

L31

NCS6030-R30B

V12

NCS3060-G70Y

V14

NCS6030-G70Y

R22

RAL 3003

Y42

NCS2060-Y20R

B36

NCS6020-R90B

B33

NCS2010-R90B

 Plastic colours 

W01

White

B00

Black

G42

NCS3502 – R

M53

RAL 1019

M56

NCS7005-Y80R
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Four legs chair

Rod base chairWooden swivel base chair

4-Spoke swivel base 4-Spoke swivel base with arms

The collection

5-Spoke swivel base with casters 5-Spoke swivel base with casters and arms

Four legs armchair with stainless steel arms

Rod base armchair

Four legs armchair with aluminium arms
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The collection

Bench

277cm 220cm 163cm 106cm

5 aluminum spokes swivel base with casters 5 aluminum spokes swivel base with casters and arms4 aluminum spokes swivel base 4 aluminum spokes swivel base with arms

Finishes

Plastic seats & backrests: Available in twelve colours. The 
separate seats and backrests allow for chairs to be made up of one 
colour or with combinations of two different colours. A dedicated sample 
card of the UNNIA plastic colours is available.

Upholstered seats: Are available in any of the leathers or fabrics 
of the INCLASS swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or specified 
by the customer.

Metallic structures: All the steel bases are available in all the 
colours from the INCLASS swatch card or in chrome. The die-cast 
aluminium swivel bases are available in a polished finish or painted in 
black or white.

*The designs of this collection are protected by international industrial design registries.
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